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and social media — and we are having fun with it: filming hunts, river
trips, a how-we-make-an-arrow short film. We hope you are enjoying
them, and we look forward to sharing more ideas.

So, have fun and keep on shooting,

— Jerry Dishion, President, Rose City Archery

our blog: rosecityarrows.com

selections, just a few choice, dependable
and practical items you’ll see at the end of
our catalog. And if you think there is
something we should offer, do let me
know and I’ll check it out.

We’ve just started connecting with 
customers old and new through our blog

I’ve been camping, fishing, stump-shooting and bow-hunting for over half a 
century using both longbows and recurves. During that time I’ve developed the
way to make the perfect arrow from wood — that wood has always been Port
Orford cedar. A long time ago I discovered that Port Orford cedar is the best
for arrows, and that’s all I use.

Rose City Archery has been in continuous operation since 1932. We currently
make more than two million shafts and 50,000 painted arrows a year. We have
determined the best paints, the best glues, the best feathers and the best nocks;
and we have the best arrow-painters I have ever seen. We know it all works
together to produce the best arrows for you. 

We’re proud to be partnering with Bear Archery to honor the significant 
contributions of Fred Bear to the sport of archery. We are steeped in the 
influence of Mr. Bear and another archer of huge impact from that time,
Howard Hill. Both used Port Orford cedar arrows every day and on hunts
throughout the world, and we are proud to keep that tradition alive.

We carry a few select hunting and camping supplies that we believe are the best:
Zwickey® makes my broadheads and judo points; I have used them for 50 years
without any type of a failure. Gateway® feathers are cut with a higher profile to
make arrows straighten out more quickly for better accuracy. Bohning® nocks
and Precision® and Elk Ridge® points are consistent in all aspects, and we use
the finest arrow lacquers and glues in the world.

We strive to make your hunting and camping experience better and more 
productive. We believe in quality over quantity, so we won’t carry endless 



1. Determine Your Draw Length
Once you determine your draw length, you will know what length arrows you need,
and if the poundage written on your bow matches the poundage of your draw.
Draw length is the length of the arrow from the throat of the nock (where the
leading edge of the string is inside the nock) to the back of the bow (part of
bow furthest from you), as you fully draw an arrow in your bow.

Most bows will have the draw weight (often just called “bow weight”) for a 28"
arrow written on the bow. Usually, the draw weight written on the bow is 
correct, but it is up to you to verify that. If your draw length is one inch longer
(29"), then you are pulling about three pounds more and your bow draw
weight will be three pounds heavier; and if the length is one inch shorter
(27"), it is three pounds less. This is
the draw weight of your bow at your
draw length, and that is essentially
“THE poundage” of your bow when
you use it.

Arrows are measured from the
throat of the nock to the back of the
point (not including the point). At full
draw, your arrow tip should protrude
a bit beyond the back of your bow.
Add another half inch if you use your
thumb as an arrow rest or are using
broadheads. So, you will use arrows
a bit longer than your draw length.
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Port Orford cedar has been proven and chosen over the decades by folks like
Howard Hill, Fred Bear, Ben Pearson, and probably you — all of the finest archers
in the world — as the best material on the planet for wooden arrows. Port Orford
cedar is what “Traditional” stands for, something that has been handed down from
generation to generation, which has withstood the test of time and endured.
Port Orford cedar is prized for its straightness, strength, beauty and forgiveness
in flight over all other woods in the world, nothing else even comes close.

There are a number of fine aluminum, carbon-fiber and fiberglass arrows on the
market, many of which get painted to look like cedar arrows (imitation being
the sincerest form of flattery). For the true Traditional Archer, however, wood
is the only choice, and Port Orford cedar is the best possible choice you can make.

The Port Orford cedar tree grows only in scattered stands or as individuals in a
small area of coastal Oregon and California. Most of our wood comes from U.S.
Forest Service land, with about thirty percent from private landowners and 

contractors. Every couple of years, we send a
falling crew into the woods to cut previously
spotted trees, which are then harvested by
helicopter. Within a couple weeks of 
harvest, it’s virtually impossible to tell we
were there.

Rose City Archery has been a “green” 
company since before the term was coined;
our arrows are manufactured exclusively
from standing-dead old-growth trees that
have been dead for at least 25 years, and in
most cases hundreds of years. We use no
live trees in any of our products!

POC is a precious commodity, and it’s our
obligation to see that every stick of it goes
to the best use. Not a scrap of waste; every
bit of wood that comes in the back door goes
out the front door as arrows, cedar oil, and
shavings for animal bedding.

From the time we first look at a tree in the forest, we’re thinking about how it
will make the best arrows; our fallers go to every effort to drop the tree so as not
to harm the grain — or the forest.
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3. Diameter
Use larger diameter arrows for bows of larger draw weight; note the overlaps & maximums.
1/4" arrows are used with bow weights under 30#, including kiddie arrows;
5/16" arrows are used with bow weights of 30 up to 45-50#;
11/32" arrows are used with bow weights of 35-40 up to 70-75#;
23/64 " arrows are used with bow weights of 50-55 up to 80# and higher.

4. Grain Weight
Optional, for the greatest precision!
The physical weight of a shaft can vary up to 100 grains within a five-pound
increment of spine weight. For the most precise shooter, this may cause 
variance in the way a set of arrows shoots from a bow. Grain-weighing the shafts
to plus or minus 10 grains matches the shafts in an order of a dozen arrows.

2. Spine Weight
Your draw weight at your draw length will be the draw weight you use to determine
what spine weight arrows to use.
For instance, if the bow is marked (and truly is) 50# @ 28" and you shoot that bow
at 28", you would use a 50-55# spine arrow. If you draw that bow 29" then you
are drawing 53# and should get a 55-60# spine arrow. It’s best to use an arrow
spined a few pounds heavier than your bow’s draw.

For many people, that will be enough information to determine what spine-weight
arrows to use; however some archers want the most precision they can get. We
sell a test kit consisting of four different spine groups that is a great help. Let’s say
your bow is 60# at 28", you can get a kit that covers from 50# to 70# in four
groups; in one of those spine groups, you will find the arrows that fly best for you.

For a center-shot recurve, the arrow spine weight can be ten to fifteen pounds 
(or even more) higher than the bow weight at your draw length and still be okay.
For any bow below 30#, use arrows spined for 30# and under.

What is “Spine Weight”?
One of the most important factors in choosing an arrow is its spine weight. Spine
weight is a measure of the stiffness of the shaft; in a wood arrow, the diameter of
the arrow and density of the wood determine
the spine. The higher the spine weight, the
stiffer the shaft.

It may be hard to imagine, but when you
release an arrow from a longbow or non-
centered recurve, it actually bends around
the riser, describing an “S” curve as it leaves
the bow. The length and depth of the curve
are determined by several factors, one of the
biggest being the spine weight of the arrow
shaft. This is completely normal, and has
been well understood by archers for centuries.

If the spine weight of your arrow shaft isn’t
matched to your bow’s draw weight, the least
that will happen is your accuracy will suffer.

Bow
Draw

Weight

Your Draw Length

24" 25" 26" 27" 28" 29" 30" 31" 32"

20-25 <30 <30 <30 <30 <30 <30 30-35 35-40 40-45

25-30 <30 <30 <30 <30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55

30-35 <30 <30 <30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60

35-40 <30 <30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65

40-45 <30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70

45-50 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75

50-55 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80

55-60 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85

60-65 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90

65-70 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90 90-95

Arrow Spine Weight Chart for Recurve and Longbows:

Arrow Spine Weight Chart for Compound Bows:

Bow
Draw

Weight

Draw Length

26" 27" 28" 29" 30"

40-45 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55

45-50 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60

50-55 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65

55-60 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70

60-65 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75

65-70 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75

70-75 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80

75-80 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85

80-85 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90

85-90 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90
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Our tried-and-true hand-spiner, a
Lee-Free, made in Ottawa, Ohio.

Our newly refurbished spine-tester —
accurate to .001 of an inch deflection!

When I started with Rose City
Archery in 1994, we tested
spine weight with an antiquated
device that was about 50%
accurate. Over the years, I developed a microprocessor-controlled spine-tester and sorter
that is accurate to plus or minus 2% (more accurate than hand-testing). Every day, we check
several of our computer-spined shafts against a sixty-year-old Lee-Free hand-spiner (the

best hand-spiner there is), to ensure
our machine is accurate.

This means you don’t need to spend
time and money spining your own
arrows on a spiner that may or may
not be accurate (mechanical spiners
are notoriously difficult to use and
interpret properly).

— Jerry

RCA’s Spine Testers Arrow Grading
There are two types of arrow shafting, Premium and Select. 
Arrow manufacturers have designated a standard grading terminology
for shafts: “Premium” shafts have smooth grain that follows the
straight shaft for at least 21" before it may taper off the shaft; they
are smooth with a burnished finish, and we use them for our higher
quality arrows and are what we sell for bare shafting. “Select” does not
have grain that follows the shaft for 21"; they are fine shafts that have
consistent spine weights and will function just like our Premium arrows;
we sell them for less.

You will have choices between Rose City Archery’s arrow finishes when
you purchase finished arrows or lacquered, crested & nocked (LCN)
arrows as shafts or in arrow-building kits.

You choose the fletching style: shield-cut, parabolic or flu-flu.

Fancy: Premium shafts, grain-weighed to match +/- 10 grains, optional 10"
crown dip or fully lacquered shaft, elaborate cresting includes fine pin-striping,
your choice of fletching cut and color. One dozen 125-grain field points included.

Extreme Elites: Premium shafts, grain-weighed to match +/- 10 grains,
crown dipped, crested with enhanced highlights at 10 and 3 inches, with all
barred fletching.

Hunter Elites: Premium shafts, grain-weighed to match +/- 10 grains, crown
dipped, crested with enhanced highlights at 10 and 3 inches, with barred
cock and solid hen fletching.

Hunter Premium: Premium shafts, clear or stained, cresting with highlights
at 9 inches, with barred cock and solid hen fletching.

Hunter Select: Select shafts, clear or color lacquered full length, cresting at
9 inches, with solid fletching.

Hunter Flu-flu: Your choice of any Rose City Archery arrow style fletched
with 5 ¼" flu-flu fletching.
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If you’re ever in doubt about any aspect of arrow selection, 
feel free to give us a call; we’re happy to answer your questions!

RCA hours:  Monday - Friday 8:30 to 4:30, US Pacific Time

Rose City Archery’s Finishes

Spine Test Kits
Would you like to test spine
weights with your own bow for
ultimate precision? The best
solution is to try a few different
weights to find the weight that
works best for your bow and
you. Two arrows each of four
different weights. 32" length;
diameter according to spine
weight.

Options:
Choose a range of four sequential spine weights you would like to test: 
<30, 30-35, 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, 60-65, 65-70, 70-75, 75-80, 80+ lbs.

RCA’s Arrow and LCN Finishes



In the hunting tradition, the finished arrows that Rose City Archery sells
come lacquered, crested, fletched & nocked — ready for archers to install
their own points. You may opt to have Rose City Archery install points
for you for a small service charge. Specify your draw length and choose
from the points on page 25.

Rose City Archery arrow styles may be purchased as a 3-pack, 6-pack or
in dozens. Bear® Arrows are available as a 6-pack or in dozens.
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We start with the very best hand-selected Rose City
Premium wood shafting, grain-weighed to + / - 10
grains. Next comes three coats of clear gasket lacquer
(stain optional) and a double-coated color crown dip. 

The cresting is then meticulously hand-painted: two
wide bands and a several small bands with contrasting
iridescent highlights to match at nine inches below the
nock, plus two more wide bands of highlighted cresting
right in the middle of the feathers. We then install a
Bohning classic nock, a barred cock feather with two
barred hen feathers — flashy! Colors vary.

Finished Arrows
Finished A

rrow
sExtreme Elite

Options:
Diameter & Spine Weight: 
5⁄16" at <30#, 30-35#, 35-40#, 40-45#, 45-50#.
11⁄32" at 40-45#, 45-50#, 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, 70-75# or 75-80#.
23⁄64" at 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, 70-75#, 75-80#, or 80+#.
Finish: Clear lacquer, or mahogany or walnut stain.
Length: 30" or 32" Spine Weight charts on page 7
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Each premium shaft is hand-picked for the finest quality of straightness
and grain configuration. Clear lacquer standard (stain optional) with a
colored crown dip and exclusive cresting and highlights. Barred cock and
two solid-colored hen feathers and a classic Bohning nock are attached.
Grain-weighing to +/- 10 grains included.

Hunter Elite

Options for Hunter Elite and Hunter Premium:
Diameter & Spine Weight:
5⁄16" at <30#, 30-35#, 35-40#, 40-45#, 45-50#.
11⁄32" at 40-45#, 45-50#, 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, 70-75# or 75-80#.
23⁄64" at 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, 70-75#, 75-80#, or 80+#.
Finish: Clear lacquer, or mahogany or walnut stain. 
Length: 30" or 32".

Each premium shaft is hand-picked for the finest quality of straightness
and grain configuration, coated with a smooth clear lacquer finish
(stain optional) and crested with premium highlights. Barred cock and
two solid-colored hen feathers and a classic Bohning nock are
attached. Grain-weighing optional.

Options for Hunter Select:
Diameter & Spine Weight: 
5⁄16" at <30#, 30-35#, 35-40#, 40-45#, or 45-50#.
11⁄32" at 40-45#, 45-50#, 50-55#, or 55-60#.
Length: 30" or 32".

Each select-grade shaft is coated with a clear or colored 
lacquer with single-width cresting. Solid-colored feathers and a
classic Bohning nock are attached. Not grain-weighed.

Hunter Select

Color combinations
vary and are subject to
stock on hand; arrows
will be matched. 

Each premium-grade shaft is created
in your choice of Rose City Archery
arrow finish with solid-colored 5 1⁄4"
flu-flu feathers and a classic Bohning
nock. Grain-weighing optional.

Hunter Flu-flu

Options for Hunter Flu-flu:
Diameter & Spine Weight: 
5⁄16" at <30#, 30-35#, 35-40#, 40-45#, or 45-50#.
11⁄32" at 40-45#, 45-50#, 50-55#, or 55-60#.
23⁄64" at 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, or 70-75#.
Finish: Fancy, Extreme Elite, Hunter Elite, Hunter Premium, Hunter Select. 
Length: 30" or 32".

Hunter Premium

Spine Weight charts page 7

Hunter
Select

Hunter
Elite

Hunter
Premium

Hunter
Flu-flu
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Options:
Diameter & Spine Weight:
5⁄16" at <30#, 30-35#, 35-40#, 40-45#, 45-50#.
11⁄32" at 40-45#, 45-50#, 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, 70-75# or 75-80#.
23⁄64" at 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, 70-75#, 75-80#, or 80+#.
Points: 1 dozen 125-grain field points included (installation optional).
Finish: Clear lacquer, or mahogany or walnut stain. 
Length: 30" or 32". 

Rose City Archery’s Fancies are the ultimate in beautiful arrows: a large variety
of vibrant crown colors, optional stain along the shaft and extensive cresting
with flashy highlights. The cresting is unique on each dozen arrows, and no two
dozen will match unless you request it. Plus, they usually ship within a week!

The Fancies are elaborately hand-crested by our creative master craftspeople
— practically a work of art to fly from your bow. And they don’t just look 
stunning, these are serious archers’ tools: each dozen is hand-selected for
premium grain and grain-weighed to ensure consistent flight from your bow.
Grain-weighing to +/- 10 grains included. Field points also included.

Crown Dip: blood red, fire
engine red, orange, schoolbus
yellow, canary yellow, white,
true blue, turquoise blue,
green, clear lacquer, grey or
black. (shown in listed
sequence at right). Olive green
also available, but not shown.

Feathers: choose from the
colors on pages 30-31 in any 
combination of barred and
solid, in 3, 4 or 5" shield, 
parabolic or flu-flu.

Fancy Arrows

Spine Weight charts page 7

Choose your crown dip and fletching colors! Finished A
rrow

s



See your color
choices on page 20.
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ouldn’t it be remarkable to use
the bows and arrows that legendary hunter Fred Bear used in the

golden era of archery… to draw his legendary Grizzly Recurve bow… 
and shoot the Port Orford cedar arrows that he carefully specified for 
his big-game hunting expeditions…

Recently, Rose City Archery’s Jerry Dishion met with the folks at Bear
Archery Company to discuss breathing life back into Fred Bear’s traditional
equipment. The two companies are now “Partners in Tradition” — with
Bear Archery reproducing Fred Bear’s Grizzly Recurve bow and, to match,
Rose City Archery reproducing the arrows he used circa 1959.

As an interesting twist of history, in 1959 Bear Archery, owned and 
managed by Fred himself, had a factory in Myrtle Point, Oregon — just

down the road from the current Rose City
Archery factory — that made Port Orford
cedar arrows. And now we are replicating
the arrows that Mr. Fred Bear designed in
the 1950s and 1960s.  

The retro colors and patterns on Rose City
Archery’s Bear® Arrow “shaftment” (as
crown dip was called back in the day) are
those that Fred specified for the production
of his line of Bear® Arrows — a welcome
touch of nostalgia.

The newest additions to our line are the magnificent Bear® Grizz and Polar
Express styles on pages 21 – 23, exclusively from Rose City Archery. 

MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENSE FROM BEAR ARCHERY

Join the Tradition. Hunt with Fred Bear.

Partners in Tradition
Bear® x200

Bear® x300

Bear® x400

x200 Precision Matched Arrow 
Custom-grade arrows of Premium Port Orford cedar, precision-matched for spine
and grain-weighed to +/- 10 grains. Spiral-barred feathers for hens and a solid dyed
feather for the cock. Special smooth finish: natural, mahogany or walnut stain on
shaft, with clear lacquer. 10" colored shaftment under the fletching with attractive
crest and fine pin-striping. 
Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32" or 23⁄64".

x300 Matched Arrow
Matched Premium Port Orford cedar arrows, spine-matched with attractive crest
and finely pin-striped. Dyed barred feathers for the hens and the cock. Special
smooth finish: natural, mahogany or walnut stain on shaft, with clear lacquer. 
10" colored shaftment under the fletching.
Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32" or 23⁄64".

x400 Utility Arrow
Premium Port Orford cedar shafts with clear lacquer. 10" colored shaftment under
fletching. Dyed barred feathers for the hens and the cock. Arrows are not grain-
matched, but well-suited for target practice.
Diameter: 5⁄16" or 11⁄32".

W
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Each set of Bear® Arrows ships in a commemorative box, reminiscent
of the boxes used in 1959, the year Fred Bear hunted and killed an
Alaskan polar bear — with a Port Orford cedar arrow. The box
keeps fletching smooth and points in their own compartment, and
ships wrapped in kraft paper to arrive in a condition worthy of a 
keepsake. You choose from two box styles for your arrows.
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All Models of Bear® Arrows:
Each order includes 125-grain field points.
Gateway shield-cut left-wing turkey feathers; your choice of 4" or 5".
Your choice of shaftment color. 
Bohning classic nocks.

These are the same arrow designs that Mr. Fred Bear shot
and hunted with every day. Now they are available to you,
exclusively from Rose City Archery.

x200

x300

x400

Finished A
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Color Choices for Bear® Arrows

Color Choices for Bear® Grizz Arrows

Bear®’s red, cream, yellow or blue (note the juxtaposition of these colors
with our shaft finish options of walnut or mahogany stain or clear lacquer).

Bear®’s red, cream, yellow, blue, sky blue, olive green or black.

Choices for your Bear® Arrows:
You select shaft stain and shaftment color for your Bear® Arrows. We will add
complementary fletching, cresting and nocks. Available as a 6-pack or in dozens.
Field points are included.

Diameter & Spine Weight choices:
5⁄16" at <30, 35-40#, 40-45#, 45-50#
11⁄32" at 40-45#,45-50#, 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#
23⁄64" at 50-55#, 55-60#, 60-65#, 65-70#, 70-75#, 75-80#, 80+#

Additional Options for a small fee:
Point or broadhead installation.
Full-length lacquer on the x200, x300, 200 Grizz or 300 Grizz models.

Options:
Shaft finish: clear lacquer, mahogany or walnut stain.
Shaftment Color: red, cream, yellow, blue, sky blue, olive green or black.

Bear® 200 Grizz

Bear® 300 Grizz

Bear® 200 Grizz
Custom-grade arrows of Premium Port Orford cedar, precision-matched for spine and
grain-weighed to +/- 10 grains. Spiral-barred hen feathers and a solid dyed cock feather.
Special smooth finish: natural, mahogany or walnut stain on shaft, with clear lacquer.
10" colored shaftment under the fletching with attractive crest and fine pin-striping.

Options:
Shaft finish: clear lacquer, mahogany or walnut stain.
Shaftment Color: red, cream, yellow, blue, sky blue, olive green or black.

Bear® 300 Grizz
Premium Port Orford cedar with dyed spiral-barred fletching. Special smooth finish:
natural, mahogany or walnut stain on shaft, with clear lacquer. 10" colored shaftment
with attractive crest and pin-striping.

Bear® Polar Express 
Fully lacquered Premium Port Orford cedar, precision-matched for spine and grain-weighed
to +/- 10 grains. Fred Bear® cream-colored lacquer to match the Arctic snow. Dyed
barred shield-cut fletching. Nock and cresting to complement your color choice of fletching.

Bear® Polar Express

Finished A
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Our Bear® Grizz and Polar Express arrows honor the dangerous-game
hunting of Mr. Fred Bear. Fred killed many an Alaskan grizzly bear with
Port Orford cedar arrow shafts and the Bear Razor broadhead point.

The Polar Express replicates the arrow that Mr. Bear used in his polar
bear hunts in the 1950s and 60s: fully dipped in a special cream color
to match the snow in the Arctic.

To top it all off, we have also replicated the boxes in which your
grandparents’ or great-grandparents’ generation would receive their
Bear® arrows. Over the last six decades, the original boxes have 
become prized collectors’ items. We offer not just one, but two of
the Bear Archery collectors’ box designs, and you choose which you
would like your Bear arrows to arrive in at your doorstep.

Polar Express

200 Grizz

300 Grizz

All Models of Bear® Arrows:
Each order includes 125-grain field points.
Gateway shield-cut left-wing turkey feathers; your choice of 4" or 5".
Your choice of shaftment color. 
Bohning classic nocks.

Finished A
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mahogany

walnut

clear lacquer

bare

Judo
point

Taper Tool
Taper tools for wood arrows; perfect for finishing wood
shafts and arrows. Accurate, double-sided, 5° side for
your arrow point and 11° for your nock. Small, portable
pencil-sharpener style for easy packing.

Options:
Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32", 23⁄64".

Broadhead File
Broadhead rasp-type file with
wood handle. 6 inches. 

Martin J-8 Fletching Jig
Left wing. Fully adjustable jig for
fletching, made of durable polycar-
bonate with an extra-strength
steel magnet. Receiver works with
all sizes of nocks. Comes ready to
mount with a J-20 magnetic
clamp and interchangeable disks
for 3- or 4-fletch application. The
very same jigs we use here at
Rose City Archery.    

blunt field
tip

steel field
point

steel target
point

Broadheads:
Zwickey No Mercy Broadheads: 2-edge, 130 grain. Diameter: 11⁄32". Quantity: 1 doz.
Zwickey Eskimo Broadheads: 2-edge, 125 grain. Diameter: 11⁄32". Quantity: 1 doz.
Zwickey Eskilite Broadheads: 2-edge, 110 grain. Diameter: 5⁄16". Quantity: 1 doz.

Points:
Judo Unloseable Miracle Point: wired point for stump shooting or small-game hunting. 

5° taper hole. Diameter: 5⁄16" at 120 grain or 11⁄32" at 135 grain. Quantity: 2/pkg.
Steel Target Points: Rounded tip, 60-grain crimp-on points for target practice.

Diameter: 5⁄16". Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.
Steel Field Points: 5° taper hole. Diameter: 1⁄4" at 60 grain, 5⁄16" at 100 or 125 

grain, 11⁄32" or 23⁄64" at 125 or 145 grain. Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.
Blunt Field Tip: same quality as the Steel Field Point, blunt to reduce lost arrows 

during target practice. Diameter: 11⁄32". Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.

Zwickey
Eskimo/Eskilite

Arrow Building Supply

Shafts in Port Orford Cedar

Shafts in Oregon Mountain Pine

“Personally tested in my sixty-plus years as a traditional archer, these tools and
supplies are the best in the industry; I am sure they will work well for you, too.”
— Jerry

Don’t let the range of choices intimidate you — we can lead you through your
options if you don’t yet know what you want. We have everything you need…
from a fletching jig to paint to whole kits!

Bare Shafts, Port Orford Cedar
Prized for strength, straight grain, elasticity and perfect physical weight to spine
weight ratio, Port Orford cedar has no match. Premium grade only.

Bare Shafts, Oregon Mountain Pine (not pictured)
The Europeans favor pine for arrow shafting (and some now favor our Port Orford
cedar). We make pine shafts for them, and now offer it in the U.S. The pine is
lighter and not quite as strong or resilient as cedar, but is a good alternative if
cost is a deciding factor.

Points & Broadheads

Zwickey
No Mercy

Options:
Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.   Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32", 23⁄64" or 1⁄4" for kids.
Length: 30" or 32".   Spine Weight: all options; see charts page 7.
Finish: Bare or clear lacquer, or mahogany or walnut stain sealed with clear lacquer.
Matching Grain-weights +/- 10 grains range.

Options:
Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.   Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32".   Length: 30" or 32".
Spine Weight: 5⁄16" max at 45-50#; 11⁄32" max at 65-70#. See charts page 7.
Finish: Bare or clear lacquer, or mahogany or walnut stain sealed with clear lacquer.
Matching Grain-weights +/- 10 grains range.
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Arrow Holder
Securely holds 1 dozen arrows for
easy dipping and drying of multiple
shafts, comes with 2 rubber 
gaskets that hold the arrows in
place without damaging the shaft 
or lacquer coating. Replacement
rubber gaskets available. 

and three 1 oz. 
colors for cresting).

Lacquers & Paints
Specially formulated for Rose City Archery’s Port Orford cedar shafts. This
exceptionally hard, fast-drying clear coat is also a waterproof finish, yet when
dry still has flexibility to allow for straightening of shafts.

These are compatible with most glues and adhesives, and are, of course, 
 compatible with the adhesives that we use and sell.

The tools we offer for sale to you are the very same tools that we use here at the
Rose City Archery factory — time-tested for ease-of-use and durability.

Rose City Shaft & Crown Lacquers and Stains
Bright, beautiful paints to create your own designs.
All cresting & crown-dipping paints are thinned with
acetone prior to shipping and are ready for use. 

Options:
Size: 1 oz., 1 pint or 1 quart.
Color: blue, yellow, green, black,
white, gray, red or orange (not pic-
tured). Clear available, not shown.
Stains: mahogany or walnut in pints.

Jar
Extra 1 oz. jars
to mix and store
your own colors.  

Little Dipper
From Archery Past, for crown-dipping.
1-inch diameter tube. 3-inch diameter
at top. 131⁄2" long, holds 11⁄2 pints.

Big Dipper
From Archery Past, for lacquering an entire shaft.1-inch diameter tube.
3-inch diameter at top. 341⁄2" long, holds 13⁄4 pints.  

Fletch-Lac Thinner
For thinning lacquer to desired consistency
as well as clean-up. Specially designed for
arrow-building and for use with archery 
lacquers, made by Bohning. Note: Fletch-Lac
is not compatible with polyurethane, mineral
wax stain or neoprene with rubber.  

Gaskets and/or securing rings for Dippers
Rubber gaskets or replacement rubber gaskets and
securing ring (lid). Available as a set or separately.  

Eyedropper
Glass with rubber bulb for mixing small
amounts of lacquer and/or acetone.   

Mix Kit
Kit includes: a wide-cresting brush, fine-cresting brush, eyedropper, an empty
1 oz. mixing jar, 1 pint Fletch-Lac Lacquer Thinner, 1 pint Rose City shaft or
crown dip lacquer, three 1 oz. jars of Rose City color cresting lacquers.

Mix Kit Options:
Colors: blue, yellow, green, black,
white, gray, red and clear;
(choose one pint color for dip
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Stotler MidNocks
This nock was designed back in the 1930s by a guy
named Middleton and was used by almost every archer
for the next 30 years. In the 1980s Jerry Dishion redesigned the nock to
include index points. The MidNock is the only nock that is produced in a
23⁄64 " size. The nock has a tapered throat to accept almost any string
including fast-flite. The MidNock is now produced by Stotler Archery.

Classic Bohning Nocks
The Classic is the nock of choice for
traditional archers. Incorporates 
indexer for quick and easy alignment.

Options:
Diameter: 5⁄16" or 11⁄32" 
(11⁄32" used on 23⁄64" shafts). 
Color: red, orange, yellow, white,
lime green or black.
Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.

Options:
Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32" or 23⁄64". 
Color: yellow, white, pink, grey or black.
Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.

T Nocks
Incorporates a
tight fit with a deep throat.
Safety nodes are built into the
rear of the throat to keep
arrow on the bowstring during
draw and let down.

Options:
Diameter: 1⁄4" in white 
or 5⁄16" in yellow.
Quantity: 1 dozen or 100.

Ferr-L-Tite Hot Melt
The original hot-
melt adhesive. To
adhere points and
broadheads to wood shafts. 
Tough, elastic, waterproof bond. 
Heat reversible. 1 stick. 

Alcohol Burner
For easily heating Ferr-L-Tite hot melt
glue for installation or removal of points
or broadheads. Denatured alcohol not
included. Extra wicks available.  

Flight Glue
RCA’s special wood
arrow flight glue, 
complete with an easy
applicator tip. For
fletching feathers.
Compatible with RCA
lacquers. 2 oz. bottle. 

Duco Cement
A preferred adhesive for many do-it-
yourself archers. Great for fletching
and nocks on wood arrows. Works
well with gasket-lacquered wood
shafts. Flammable. 1 oz. tube. 

Bohning Pro
Crester
Designed for home
or commercial use.
110 volt AC, 60 cycle,
220-440 rpm variable speed
motor. Back rail system allows for easy 
tuning and a variety of cresting configurations. 
Flip-down reversible pattern rest in both English and metric
units. Holds nocked or bare shafts. Includes 6 jars of Acry-lac paint (black, red,
yellow, blue, silver, gold) and 4 paintbrushes (hairline, 1⁄8", 1⁄4" and 1⁄2").  

Rose City Metallic Paint
Pin stripes, crests or dips. Easy to apply and
creates a brilliant sheen. Dries to a hard 
chip-resistant finish.  

Options:
Size: 1 oz. or 1⁄2 pint.
Color: plum mist, gold, jade mist,
silver, copper, blue mist.

Bohning Standard Crester
Add your very own unique cresting to your arrows with ease. 110 volt AC,
60 cycle, 300 RPM motor holds and rotates your arrow shafts 1¼" above
the table top for easy cresting. Fewer features than the Pro model, but at
an economical price. 

Camel Hair Cresting Brush
1⁄8" with plain varnished handle, for
cresting wide bands, filling in between
lines and general touch-ups.

Fine Line Sable Brush
Perfect for fine cresting lines, highlights
and signature or detail painting.
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Shield Fletching
Options:
Length: 4" or 5".   Pattern: solid or barred.
Color: red, orange, yellow, white, denim blue, green, black.

Fletching

We choose Gateway feathers for our arrows — they have a higher profile and
are thicker and more durable than other feathers on the market. Higher profile
means the helical shape will create faster, more accurate rotation so the arrows
will straighten faster and fly truer. 

Our fletchings are left-wing turkey feathers, cut and dyed.

When ordering, remember that standard arrows have three feathers each, 
so order three dozen feathers per dozen shafts.

Flu-flu Fletching
51⁄4", full height. Use on any
diameter shaft. Flu-flus slow
the flight of the arrow for
optimum accurate aerial
flight. Perfect for bird 
hunting, aerial targets and
small-game ground hunts.

Options:
Color: red, yellow, white, orange, green.

Parabolic Fletching
Options:
Length: 4" or 5".   Pattern: solid or barred.
Color: red, yellow, denim blue, white, grey.

3" Shield Fletching
Options:
Color: red, yellow, white.
Pattern: solid or barred.

A
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Don’t forget glue!

Glues that work well for 
fletching are on page 29.

Although not a hard rule, use 4" feathers on 5⁄16" shafts, and 5" feathers on
11⁄32" or 23⁄64" shafts. All feathers come in quantities of one dozen or 100.

3" Parabolic Fletching
Options:
Color: red, red barred, orange,
white, yellow, blue.

21/4" Shield Fletching
Great for kiddie arrows
and lower spine weights.

Options:
Color: black, purple, red, orange, white, pink,
yellow, denim blue, deep blue, green.



How do I choose?

Read about our “LCN”
arrow finishes on page 9.
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Options:
Shafts: Fancy, Extreme Elite, Hunter Elite or Hunter Premium.
(shown left-to-right)
Spine Weight: (see charts on page 7). 
Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32" or 23⁄64".

Arrow Assembly Kit #2 LCN, Fancy
Arrow Assembly Kit #2 LCN, Extreme Elite
Arrow Assembly Kit #2 LCN, Hunter Elite
Arrow Assembly Kit #2 LCN, Hunter Premium

Kit #2 includes: fletching jig, field points, taper
tool, Ferr-L-Tite and Duco cement. Premium
shafts with your choice of spine weight, lacquer
color, shaft finish and fletching style & color. 
All parts match the shaft diameter you choose.
RCA will add complementary cresting and nocks.
Shown above with 23⁄64" Extreme Elite shafts.

Arrow Assembly Kits
#2: our lacquered, crested & nocked shafts, for you to fletch & point

These kits come with everything the traditionalist needs to get started 
building custom arrows and parts for one dozen arrows. 

Choose between clear-lacquered shafts or a variety of pre-painted shafts; kits
come with essential tools, nocks, points and your choice of fletching.

Options:
Shaft Finish: bare, clear, mahogany or walnut stain.
Spine Weight: (see charts on page 7). 
Diameter: 5⁄16", 11⁄32" or 23⁄64".

Arrow Assembly Kit #1
Kit #1 includes: fletching jig, field points, nocks,
taper tool, Ferr-L-Tite and Duco cement.
Premium shafts with your choice of spine
weight, shaft finish and fletching style & color.
Parts match the shaft diameter you choose.
Shown above with 5⁄16" clear-lacquered 
Premium shafts.

Arrow Assembly Kits
#1: clear-lacquered shafts & all you need to fletch, nock & point

mahogany

walnut

clear lacquer



Complete your Assembly Kit

with the Basic Tool Kit (below)
and a Fletching Jig (page 29)
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Firewalker arrows
available, too.

Arrow Assembly Kit for the smallest kids
1 dozen 241⁄2" long 1⁄4" bare select shafts,
steel field points, T-nocks, 21⁄4" feathers. 
A standard pencil sharpener can be used 
to taper the 1⁄4" shafts.

Kids’ Arrows, 
ready-to-shoot
Want to shoot NOW?
Simple starter set! 5⁄16"
diameter, rounded 60-grain
target point, 21⁄4" fletching.
Spined for bows below 30
pounds. Colors vary; boy
scout colors available.

Options:
Length: 24½", 26½" or 28½" shafts
Quantity: 6-pack or 1 dozen.

Basic Tool Kit
The basic supplies needed to adhere
feathers, nocks and points to kids’
arrows: one 5⁄16" taper tool, one stick of
Ferr-L-Tite, one tube of Duco cement.

Options:
Fletching Color: black, purple, red, orange,
white, pink, yellow, denim blue, deep blue, green
(choose 2).
Quantity: 6-pack or 1 dozen.

Arrow Assembly Kits for Kids

Arrow Assembly Kit for Kids
1 dozen bare 5⁄16" select-grade shafts, 
1 doz. yellow nocks, 1 doz. blunt tip points.

Options:
Length: 24½", 26½" or 28½" select shafts, spined for less than 30 lb.
Fletching Color & Length: see below.

Shafts for kids’ arrows or for bows with a draw-weight of less than thirty
pounds. Boy Scout color sets available. Great starter kits for children. 

Shaft length is based on the draw length and size of the individual. Generally,
kids 4-8 years of age would use 24 1/2" (1/4" or 5/16" diameter); 8-12 years: 
26 1/2" (5/16" diameter); and 12 years and older 28 1/2" (5/16" diameter). 

Questions? give us a call: 866-762-2776.

Jerry, I went to a 
traditional shoot the other
day and it looks like your
arrows fly pretty straight
(I didn’t make the holes in
the head).
Your friend, Kelly (right)

21/4" feathers
black, purple, red, orange, white, pink,
yellow, denim blue, deep blue, green.

3" feathers
red, red
barred,
orange, white,
yellow, blue.

4" feathers
red, orange, yellow, white, denim
blue, green, black. (solid or barred).

with 3 dozen feathers in your choice of length and 2 colors:
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“I’ve made and sold bows for forty years, handling countless bows and meeting
many bowyers along the way. Recently I visited Jay Gonsalves of Grants Pass,
Oregon, and liked what I saw, so I had him make a bow for me. I was so
impressed with his designs and workmanship that we made arrangements to
bring his fine work to you.

Our customers are very pleased with the speed and lack of hand-shock of
Gonsalves’ bows. These are all-wood custom longbows that are supremely 
functional, and beautiful as well.”   — Jerry Dishion

Gonsalves Bows
A beautiful all-wood laminated 
longbow with a moderate, reflex/
deflex design. The bows have a
tapered bamboo back over belly 
and core laminations of Pacific yew
and Brazilian ipe wood. 

They come in a 66" length with a
leather grip. Each bow is completely
hand-crafted with beautiful accent
overlays on the tips and the riser.
Tips are buffalo horn, which enables
the use of fast-flight strings — this
makes the bows very fast yet free 
of hand-shock. 

A unique combination of weapon and
art you'll be proud to own and shoot. 

Each is hand-crafted by Rose City
Archery bowyer Jay Gonsalves, who
has been making bows for over two
decades.

Gonsalves Custom Longbows

Options:
Draw Weight: 30# to 60# (in 5-lb increments).
Draw Length: customer request
AMO Length: 66".
Specify left- or right-hand.

Imitation is the most sincere form of flattery.
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XR Recurve Bow Archery Set
This 46" traditional recurve bow easily converts from right- to left-hand.
Full sight-window and elevated rest for easier shooting. 10 - 20#
adjustable draw weight. Comes with bowstring, belt quiver with 
3 durable arrows, handmade armguard, finger tab and a colorful 
target. Great introduction to the sport.

Martin Tiger Bows
The very latest in youth bow design, with high performance and light weight.
The T-Pro Single cam and parallel limbs ensure a fast, shock-free shot. 
The enclosed sight-window accommodates either right- or left-handers while
capturing the arrow for easy and safer shooting.

Martin Tiger Bow Kit
The enclosed sight-window allows for right- or left-hand use while capturing the
arrow for easy and safe shots. Everything your youngster needs to get into the
game; this package offers a quality option for the young archer-to-be. The Tiger
Bow, a belt quiver with 3 durable arrows, hand-made armguard, finger tab and 
a colorful target are all included.

No Options Needed:
The Tiger offers a 10#
to 20# draw weight and
is designed to shoot,
without adjustment, at
14" to 24" draw lengths.

Yes, it’s a compound,
but when I saw this
design I felt it was the
answer for the very
young beginning archer
to feel confident in 
the sport. 
— Jerry

123
gray

123c
Camo

123c14
Pink

Camo

Jerry as a young sportsman.

Kids’ Bows and Sets

Rose City Archery’s Ready-to-shoot Kids’ Arrows
(page 35) work with all of the kids’ bows. 

Or make your own arrows for a fun family or
group project (assembly kits for kids on page 34).

Remember all those great times we had as kids: outside, fishing,
exploring, getting dirty, making forts & shooting bows?

Jerry in a group of kids inspired by a Howard Hill archery
demonstration, Hollywood, CA, circa 1956.

Durable and good value — perfect  equipment
for the young beginning archer.



“I used a Stotler Elite 3-piece T/D custom longbow and Port
Orford cedar arrows. The shafts were purchased from Rose
City Archery, and on my first-ever Javelina hunt, I harvested
this great trophy. I dipped, crested and finished the arrows
and fletched them with 5" turkey feathers. These Port Orford
cedar shafts have very straight grain, consistent weight per
inch and grain-weight which makes for a fine finished arrow. 
I love the aroma too! It was an exciting hunt and a great 
harvest of an Arizona Jav.”
— Yours in Bowhunting, Bob Solimena
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Options:
Color: Solid or two-tone
in either model.

Allegheny Trophy Whitetails

Rose City Archery owners, Ramon
Oceguera and Jerry Dishion, 
on a successful deer hunt at
Allegheny Trophy Whitetails. 

Located in northwestern
Pennsylvania, Allegheny Trophy
Whitetails has established three
separate hunting locations in
prime whitetail deer habitat
located in Warren County’s
incomparable cherry ridges, oak
stands and clover meadows.

AlleghenyTrophyWhitetails.com

Rose City Archery quivers
fit left- or right-handers.

Thunderhorn BOA Bow Quiver — 4-arrow
Quick bow mount for recurves and 
longbows. Left or right hand. 
Holds 1 to 4 arrows.

Rose City Archery Large Quiver
Reminiscent of Howard Hill’s quivers,
the Large model is faux-sheep-wool
lined and easily holds 2 dozen
arrows. The fleece makes it quiet and
easy to remove arrows.
Dimensions: 22" x 7".

Rose City Archery Diamondback Quiver
Full-length but slim for 1 dozen arrows.
Faux-sheep-wool lining inside and on 
shoulder strap. Extra strap length.
Dimensions: 22½" x 4½".

Rose City Archery Sleek
Lined Quiver
Made for the smaller archer,
faux-fleece-lined.
Dimensions: 21" x 4½".

Rose City Archery 
Side Pocket Quiver
With a 4 x 5" closing leather pock-
et for archery field tools (no fleece).
Holds a dozen-plus arrows.
Dimensions: 25" x 6".

Accessories

Quivers

Thunderhorn BOA Bow Quiver — 6-arrow
Quick bow mount for recurves and 
longbows. Left or right hand. 
Holds 1 to 6 arrows.
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Size: Small or extra-small

Options:
Size: Medium or large

Rose City Archery
Leather Glove
Black, white or buck.

Options:
Size: Medium or large

Rose City Archery Mesh Glove
Great for hot days. Black.

Options:
Size: Medium or large

Rose City Archery
Faux-leather Glove
Black.

Bow Stringer
Helps prevent bow limbs from being
twisted due to improper stringing.
Leather caps. Comes with instructions.

General Archery Supply
Martin Genuine Leather Archery Glove

Rose City Archery Traditional Armguard
Leather with faux bone adjustment closures.
Dimensions: 7 x 5 ½".

Rose City Archery Full-length Armguard
Black PVC with velcro closures. 10" long.

Rose City Archery Basic Armguard
Blue PVC with velcro closures. 
Good kids’ size. 6½" long.

Rose City Archery Elite Traditional Armguard
Leather with genuine bone adjustment closures.
Dimensions: 7 x 5 ½".

Non-Pinch Tab 
Finger separator from Kantpinch. 
Black Corfam face with leather backing,
Large only, right-handed only.

Whisker Silencer 
String silencer and wind
detector. Simply tie a knot
in the center of whisker on
the bowstring or cables
and separate whiskers. 
Can also be attached with
#89 cable ties. Bowstring Nocks 

These small brass clips clamp onto
your string to position your arrow.
Red. For large strings only. Sold
individually.



Joe Garwood with “Fluffy.”

Austin Manelick, of Premier Frontier Productions, with his 
2014 Oregon blacktail deer, using his new Bear® Arrows.
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24 LED Wind-up Lantern 
Nebo’s Wind-up Lantern is a portable, reliable energy-
saving lantern with 24 super-bright white LEDs. The
lantern uses a 6V 2.5AH rechargeable battery powered
by the crank handle to wind-up the lantern; or you can
use the included AC/DC power adapters to charge your
lantern. Either way, you’ll never need batteries again.
Wind-up for 1 minute for up to 20 minutes of light.
43.2 lumens, bulbs rated for 110,000+ hours of life.
53⁄4 x 12". 3 lbs 11 oz.

Wind-up Flashlight
Nebo’s Wind-up Flashlight is a portable, reliable
energy-saving flashlight. This flashlight has an
internal rechargeable battery you power with a
crank handle. Wind-up for 1 minute for up to 
1 hour of light. 5.4 lumens. 5 x 2 x 13⁄4". 7.3 oz. 

Quarrow Super-6 LED Cap Light
Attaches with a magnet or claw for hands-free light-
ing. Low-profile design rotates 360° horizontally and
90° vertically. White LEDs with 2 power levels (120
hours or 55 hours) and 2 flash modes. 100,000+
hours of bulb burn time. Waterproof and lightweight.
CR-2032 lithium batteries included. 21⁄4 diameter x
13⁄4" tall. 1 oz. including batteries.

Bohning Tex-Tite Bow String Wax
For use on synthetic fiber 
bowstrings. 1 oz.

Arrow Puller 
Hollow foam tube to help pull arrows from targets,
the Arrow Puller saves wear and tear on hands
and arrows. Made of durable closed-cell synthetic
material to give a firm, non-skid grip on any arrow
shaft. Removes arrows from target easily and
without harming the fletching or bending the shaft.

General Outdoor Supply
innovative tools for wilderness hunters

Folding Blade & Utility Knife w/Flashlight 
Nebo’s Folding Knife Combo features a utility knife,
a lock-back blade, a flashlight, and a belt/pocket
clip. It is easy to change the blade on the utility
knife without any tools. 50-pack of blades available
for order; this knife accepts all standard utility
blades. Both blades incorporate a blade lock 
system that can be unlocked with one hand. 
The blades are also equipped with thumb studs 
for fast one-hand opening. This knife also features
a bright 1.8 lumen LED flashlight. Anodized 
aluminum handle. 33⁄4 x 1", 7.2 oz.

Quarrow Knife Sharpener 
with Suction Base 
An easy and convenient way to
sharpen your knives. All knives need
a blade tune-up now and then. The
suction base allows you to secure
the sharpener to any smooth, clean
surface, such as a countertop, and
easily sharpen the knife using one
hand. Once you are finished, the
sharpener can easily detach and be
stored away. Height 21⁄2", Diameter
21⁄2", Weight 4 oz. 



Port Orford cedar oil has been through rigorous testing at Oregon State University and Dow
Chemical Corp., and has been declared non-toxic to both humans and animals. Additional research
has determined that Port Orford Cedar Oil is more effective and lasts longer than the chemical DEET.

Did you know that citronella and neem have been clinically proven to have no effect as insect repellents?
Port Orford cedar oil affects the olfactory glands of insects: they are repelled by this natural oil.
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It is the policy of Rose City Archery that any of our wood shafts or arrows that have
been altered, tampered with or shot are non-returnable and non-refundable.  
If you have received a defective item (that has not been altered, tampered with or shot)
we will be happy to replace the item at no additional charge.
If you have ordered an incorrect spine weight, item or size and would like to make an
exchange, we will be happy to do so upon the return of your unused, unaltered original
order to us. You must cover the return shipping and additional shipping charges for the
replacement order. A restock charge may apply.
Damage sometimes occurs during shipping. You should check shipments before accept-
ing them. If items are damaged, you are responsible for initiating a claim with the ship-
ping company. After initiating the claim, please contact us so that we may assist you in
replacing the items you need as quickly as possible.
This policy applies only to customers who have purchased Port Orford cedar arrows,
shafts and accessories directly from Rose City Archery Inc. For any purchases made
through distributors, dealers or others, you will need to contact the company, business
or individual seller through which the item was purchased.
When returning eligible items, please call for approval and a return number, then
enclose your name, address, phone number, date of purchase and invoice number in
the package with the items being returned and the reason for the return. You have two
weeks from receipt of your package to notify Rose City Archery of any defects.

Rose City Archery, Inc.
PO Box 5 (USPS mailing address)
94931 Quiet Valley Lane (shipping address for UPS, Fed Ex)
Myrtle Point, OR 97458, U.S.A.

(541) 572-6408, toll-free (866) 762-2776
Hours: Monday – Friday 8:30 to 4:30, US Pacific Time

We ship worldwide via
US Postal Service,
United Parcel Service
(UPS), FedEx and
Common Carrier.

The Port Orford cedar essential oil is derived from Port Orford cedar trees
that are “down” trees — those that have died of natural causes, forest fires,
blow-downs, etc. We neither cut nor use live trees; the trees have been dead
for 100 to 500 years and come to us either from timber sales or from private
landowners in salvage sales. 

Port Orford Cedar Oil is a byproduct of the arrow factory, derived from the
sawdust produced from Rose City Archery’s doweling machines and saws used
to make the arrow shafts. We collect 40,000 pounds of Port Orford cedar
sawdust in a bin, freight the sawdust to our distillation facility where the saw-
dust is steamed and condensed to separate the oil from the water. 

General Outdoor Supply
Port Orford Cedar Oil Natural Insect Repellents

Options:
Size: 1 oz., 2 oz., 4 oz., 8 oz.,
16 oz. (pint), 32 oz. (quart), 
64 oz. (1⁄2 gallon), 
128 oz. (1 gallon)

Your Healthy Life Spray 
All-natural, smells of Port Orford cedar and repels insects.
Your Healthy Life Spray is also a great scent-eliminator for
hunting and tracking. Works better and lasts longer than
chemical alternatives. 4 oz. spray bottle.

Rose of Cedar: Pure Port Orford Cedar Oil 
100% pure, our Rose of Cedar has anti-viral,
anti-bacterial and antiseptic properties in 
addition to its fresh scent and insect-
repellent properties.  

Your Healthy Life 30-hour Candle 
The Your Healthy Life Candle is all-
natural, smells like Port Orford cedar
and really does keep the bugs away. 
8 oz. tin.

website: rosecityarchery.com

pics: instagram.com/rosecityarchery
facebook: facebook.com/rosecityarchery
blog: rosecityarrows.com

Returns

Shipping & Contact Details
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